4-H Fashion Show – Natural Fiber
Possible Interview Questions

Project goals and activities
- Describe your clothing and textiles project goals. Describe how your project goals guided your project work.
- Describe your clothing and textiles project activities. What was your favorite activity?
- How did you connect your clothing and textile project work with community service?
- What community service activities were you involved with?

Knowledge of fiber characteristics and uses
- Why is this fiber a good choice for your garment? Describe fiber characteristics that make it suitable for the intended use of the garment.
- How will you care for this garment? Is there any additional cost to consider when caring for this garment?
- What is the fiber content of your garment? Describe two qualities of each fiber.

Promotion of natural fiber
- How would you promote your natural fiber to others?
- How is use of natural fibers in clothing important to the Texas economy?
- Describe the process for taking your natural fiber and making it into cloth.

Appearance, fit and fashion ability
- How does this outfit meet your clothing needs?
- How often do you plan to use the outfit/accessories?
- Do you have a clothing budget?